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Abstract: The motive behind this conceptual study is to explore and pinpoint consumer resistance towards innovation to know the idea in the field of technological innovation and its resistance behavior. This study aim is to investigate the consumer resistance to innovation from the theoretical point of view and represent its significance in the process of innovation. The study analyze and summarize the complication of resistance to innovation and its effects on consumer attitude towards innovation as well as its effects on the consumer market. Previous mainstream literature focused on the innovation adoption but this study focusing on consumer resistance to innovation by showing its significant ideas about resistance to innovation.
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1. Introduction

Resistance to innovations has been relatively an ignored part in educational marketing research. Therefore the literature on innovation has mostly rigorous on acceptance of innovations and on aspects that rapid up the acceptance process (Rogers 2003) rather than finding for reasons that hold up or avoid acceptance. Resistance to innovations is a usual consumer reaction to the alteration that innovations requires to existing behavior and practices (Ram 1987). Thussstill booming innovations could be primarily resisted (Ram 1987; 1989). The adoption procedure can establish merely following this primary resistance has been conquer (Ram 1987; Bagozzi & Lee 1999). Marketers can take up diverse strategies to conquer or as a minimum resistance and thus rapidly up the adoption (Ram & Sheth 1989).

Furthermore previous decades unavoidably signify an era of marvelous technological revolution. Numerous scientific innovations have altered the mode we survive and work: starting from color television and personal computer to cell phones and online banking. These new products and services propose big opportunities for firms, in condition of development and segregation (Danneels and Kleinschmidt 2001). Innovation viewed as a path of success for corporate sector. Companies that effectively introduced innovative products are extra probable to thrive than individuals that do not (Bayus, Erickson, and Jacobson 2003). Innovations permit firms to launch competitively leading situation, and affords fresh entrants and chance to add a grip into the marketplace (Danneels and Kleinschmidt 2001). On the other hand, even though necessary for firms’ continued existence, improvement are too connected through elevated hazard and numerous novel products fail to win more satisfactory customer to be converted into a profitable achievement. Whereas the guess fluctuate as of 40% to 90%, depending on the product type, the criteria used to classify accomplishment, and the phase by which products are incorporated in the investigation, it is obvious that innovations be unsuccessful at considerable time (Gourville 2006). One of the prospective causes in favor of such innovation failures be the resistance to these innovations come across from customers (Ram and Sheth 1989). The type of this resistance could be different since passive resistance or unawareness (Bagozzi and Lee 1999) to energetic upheaval (Fournier 1998). Though consumer resistance is a significant idea in order to add more approaching in how innovation is established and mellow into the market. Moreover Resistance to innovation is defined resistance presented by consumers to an innovation; moreover as it poses prospective changes commencing an acceptable status quo otherwise it conflicts through consumers’ faith pattern (Ram & Sheth 1989). Resistance to innovations can also be resolute as a “liking for existing, well-known products and performance more than new ones” (Arnould et al. 2004, 722). Therefore, resistance to innovations can be considered because a particular shape of resistance to alteration.

2. Literature Review

Consumer’s resistance to innovations is a unique case of universal resistance to alteration. Starting from an emotional viewpoint resistance is defined as an aversive motivational status, initiated while single perceives that one’s choice is vulnerable, and directing opinion and proceedings towards retrieval the vulnerable choice (Brehm 1966; Brehm and Brehm 1981). Consumer’s resistance to innovations reveals itself in diverse shape. The majority of the time innovation resistance occurs passively. Consumers resist innovation exclusive of intentionally allowing for acceptance for innovations. Literature distinguishes numerous drives of this passive resistance towards innovations. At first, passive resistance could be a result of behavior (Bagozzi and Lee 1999). Sheth (1981, p.275) terms habits “the single most powerful determinant in generating resistance.” A distinctive human propensity is to attempt for uniformity and status quo, relatively than to accept new behaviors (Chernev 2004; Gourville 2005). This status quo favoritism leads consumers to significance the reward of products they possess more than the payback of innovative one. In addition, innovative products are evaluated comparative to the product they previously possess. People analysis any improvements comparative to the products they previously posses like gains and treats all shortcomings like losses. While losses to be exaggerated comparative to similarly
volume gains, the prospective losses as of adopting an innovative consider extra closely than the prospective gains (Kahneman and Tversky 1979; Tversk and Kahneman 1991). One more driver of passive resistance may be information consumers are open to the elements (Herbig and Kramer 1994). Malhotra (1984) and Keller and Steal (1987) disagree that consumers processing capability can be converted into congested if they attempt to practice to a large amount of information in a restricted time. Information surplus frequently occurs once innovation evolves so quick that it is not easy on behalf of the consumer to classify all the information and build contrast among the existing alternatives (Hirschman 1987).

Innovation too can be resisted actively (Bagozzi and Lee 1999). Because a person decides not to accept an innovation following estimation of the innovation has occurred. Kleijnen et al. (2009) recently differentiate three forms of active innovation resistance that vary from fewer concentrated or active to extra concentrated or active: postponement, rejection and opposition. In case of postponement consumer do not have a pessimistic assessment of an innovation as such, they may perhaps decide to holdup the acceptance, for instance, in anticipation of the conditions for acceptance are extra appropriate. Kleijnen et al. (2009) illustrate that monetary reasons (e.g. price) or a clash with on hand practice mode at that end in time of the major reasons for postponement. In second case of rejection implies a physically powerful declination to accept the innovation (Rogers 2003). Rejection occurs for example as an innovation is in clash through an accessible faith construction or when an inauspicious figure regarding the innovations is developed (Ram and Sheth 1989). Additionally the extent of supposed hazard related through using an innovation is one of the key hurdles that increase rejection of innovation (Ram and Sheth 1989). Supposed threat represents a consumer’s one-sided opinion of ambiguity about the penalty and product of adopting an innovation (Ostlund 1974). Risk look like a multidimensional build consisting of diverse sort of losses (Stone and Gronhaug 1993): financial, physical, social, psychological, performance, time or convenience losses. So in the end innovation may possibly not merely get together with rejection but might even suggest consumer to employ in strategies to stop the innovation accomplishment, like complaint or boycotting (e.g. Païloza and price 1993; KozinetsHandelman 1998). This type of resistance is called conflict (Kleijnen et al. 2009). Frequently, these behavioral responses curtail from consumer apprehension both with existing business practices and with the communal collision of innovations (Herrmann 1993). This kind of consumer resistance may possibly vary from group dealings similar to the boycotts, to person proceedings similar to the complaining actions, pessimistic gossip or switching actions (Hirschman 1970).

In addition to understand the different views about consumer resistance to innovation some studies shows the positive responses of consumers towards innovations and the literature shows the detail that In distinction, product bundling this is the focal point, is the incorporation and trade of two or more split products or services that can be presented at any price (Stremer and Tellis 2002). Product bundling having a marketing tactic to facilitate and increase significance by packaging paired or correlated products (Harris and Blair 2006; Sarin, Sego, and Chanvarasuth 2003; Stremerch and Tellis 2002), such like a computer system, which bundles hardware, software, network, equipment and secondary devices such like printer. An essential state of product bundles is thus that the bundled products be obliged to fit with each other. Product fit is distinct at the same time as the degree to which the consumers identify the two product types of the bundled products to be well-matched (Simonin and Ruth 1998).

The same as will be argued that elevated supposed fit stuck between the bundled products assist data move from the obtainable products to the innovative products and positively influence the adoption method of the radical innovation. After that to an elevated professed fit, the analysis of the connotation of fresh product is effectively correlated to consumers’ previous knowledge in the product area (Wood and Lynch 2002).

Furthermore there are some studies that show negative response towards the innovations and the literature assessment is a significant phase in the adoption method the same as it determines whether a customer will carry on towards adoption of the innovation; but the innovation is assessed negatively, it is extremely not likely that following adoption will cover (Olshavsky and Spreng 1996). Radical innovation have a propensity to extract negative assessment, for the reason that they are dissimilar with presented products concepts and this inappropriateness can be resolute merely with extensive cognitive explanation (Mandler 1982; Meyers-Levy and Tybout 1989). Additionally once a well-built fit stuck between the bundled products is missing, undesirable beliefs and associations are stimulated because the consumer may question the quality and relevance of the product bundle (Aaker and Keller 1990). Introducing radical innovations is critical in favor of firm to improve their aggressive position and to protect their lasting achievement (McDermott and O’Conner 2002). Radical innovations are defined like innovative products that engage significantly innovative technologies, propose significantly larger customer benefits comparative to offered product and insist substantial changes to utilization or usage prototype (Chandy and Tellis 2000; Veryzer 1998). As a result, customer getting of radical innovations depends upon whether, and but thus, how customers are ready to change their intellectual altitude models (Calantone, Chan and Cui 2006). Acknowledged in a different way, radical innovations are probably to meet up an elevated altitude of resistance. Innovation decision hypothesis propose that the implementation of innovative products through consumers is the result of an intellectual course of information explore and dispensation (Gatignon and Robertson 1991; Gregan-Paxton and Roedder John 1997; Olshavsky and Spreng 1996). While confronted through new-fangled products, consumer initially has to achieve a few kind of innovation to figure positive or harsh feelings towards it (Rogers 1995). Product knowledge and product assessment therefore symbolize important preconditions for the receiving of new-fangled
products. Prior literature shows so as to the height of inappropriateness of the innovation by offered product kind schemes persuade the temperament of information dispensation and thus cause the innovation decisions procedure (Mandler 1982; Meyers-Levy and Tybout 1989), in favor of radical innovations, which require an elevated point of cognitive attempt as a effect of their inappropriateness with offered product schemas and density compared to offered products (Goldenberg, Lehmann, and Mazursky 2001; Mandler 1982; Meyers-Levy and Tybout 1989). This implies so as to consumer resistance might be there far above the ground regardless of their benefits (Veryzer 1998).

3. Conclusion

This paper pinpoints the main concepts and significance of the consumer resistance to innovation. This concept is not opposite to the adoption concept but this adoption concepts leads consumer towards resistance to innovation. Innovation resistance is not only related to consumer characteristics it is also important for the different organization to recognize the significant factors which caused the consumer resistant to innovation. This concept is also important for the new product failure in the consumer market.

This conceptual paper researcher discussed the importance of the consumer resistance to innovation through mainstream of literature that which factor is one of the main causes of the new product failure in the market. Researcher discussed the important concepts and definition of resistance to innovation and also discussed the factors influencing the consumer resistance to innovation. Consumer also resists passively and actively it also important to the organization and it is discussed in the above literature.

In conclusion consumer opposes, postpone or reject the innovation directly. In this situation where consumer rejects the innovation directly organizations are not able to change the consumer decision even though organization knowing the resistant factor which cause the rejection of innovation or product failure in the market. So resistance to innovation is very significant concept in our economy and to know the factors influencing the consumer resistance to innovation give deep insight to know the consumer attitude towards innovation.
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